
HOW USE A COMPUTER

How to Use a Computer. There's a lot you can do with a computer, and if you're just getting started it can seem pretty
daunting. Luckily.

An icon is a small image that's intended to give you an idea at a glance of what it represents, like a logo. This
means identifying yourself by typing your user name or selecting your profile, then typing your password.
Press "Ctrl-C" to copy a select item and "Ctrl-V" to paste it. Then click an item in the menu to execute it. The
keyboard and mouse You interact with a computer mainly by using the keyboard and mouse, or a trackpad on
laptops. If you are new to the computer and need steps on how to properly use these devices or want to
become more proficient at using the devices, review the below documents. How to find what operating system
is on a computer. Whenever you move the mouse across the desk, the pointer will move in a similar manner.
References 2 Microsoft: Keyboard Shortcuts About the Author Andrew Tennyson has been writing about
culture, technology, health and a variety of other subjects since  This is sort of like a main menu or a table of
contents. Microsoft introduced a number of new keyboard shortcuts in Windows 8. Double-clicking an icon
on the desktop will open that application or file. If you're using a desktop computer, you'll need to make sure
that the keyboard, mouse, and monitor are plugged into the computer case before you continue. You will often
interact with the computer by moving the mouse pointer over something on the computer screen, then clicking
one of the buttons. Click a menu to open it and display the commands and shortcuts within. Press "Alt-Left
arrow" to move backward or "Alt-Right arrow" to move forward within Web browsers and some presentation
software. How to turn on a computer. How to use a computer mouse. Icons are used to represent the different
files, applications, and commands on your computer. But you can accomplish a lot with a computer, and using
one can be a good experience. This process is called booting up, and it can take anywhere from 15 seconds to
several minutes. Keyboard and mouse basics With the exception of a tablet and smartphone , all computers
have a keyboard and either a mouse or touchpad as input devices. A mouse usually has two buttons, which are
referred to as the left button and the right button. Add these new shortcuts to the wealth of existing ones
available in previous editions of the Windows operating system and you can control much of the operational
capabilities of your company's computers via the keyboard alone. Press "Windows-Tab" to scroll through
currently open applications. Turning on a computer The very first step is to turn on the computer. Learning to
use these devices is essential to learning to use a computer. The mouse controls the pointer on the screen.


